Congress and the Operational Disciplining of the Use of Armed Force: Are Rules of Engagement Within the Preclusive Core of the President’s War Powers?

DAN MAURER

The precise boundary between the power of the purse and the power of the sword, between congressional rules and executive commands, has never been easy to define with perfect precision.¹

Their extent must be determined by their nature, and by the principles of our institutions.²
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I. INTRODUCTION

This symposium contribution poses single question: *does the Constitution permit Congress to dictate operational rules of engagement (ROE) binding on the Department of Defense, thus restricting the battlefield discretion of the Commander-in-Chief and the military chain-of-command, or is the power over such rules solely within the reach of the President?* The answer is far from obvious. The question seems to have been lying dormant at the busy intersection of domestic security law, policy, and international laws of war. Scholars exploring the fringe edges of constitutional war powers have not yet located it; courts expounding separation-of-powers principles oversimplify war-waging concepts and so have not yet dug in this soil; Executive Branch lawyers have sped right past this question on their way to advocating for nearly unilateral presidential authority over the conduct of hostilities. The military’s intuitive assumption that the Rules of Engagement are the province of the Executive Branch alone, if only because it is presently inconceivable for Congress to do so and because the ROE have always had their source at the Pentagon, is wrong.3

---

3 This is unsurprising, given that most relevant source material discussing ROE emphasize it as a “commander’s tool” for the control of force, ensuring it is consistent with operational and mission requirements, national policy, and the international law of armed conflict. See, e.g., NAT’L SEC’Y L. DEP’T, JUDGE ADVOCATE GENERAL’S LEGAL CTR. & SCH., OPERATIONAL LAW HANDBOOK 105 (2022), https://tjagls.army.mil/documents/35956/56931/2022+Operational+Law+Handbook.pdf/ [https://perma.cc/7V4T-SZYA] [hereinafter OPERATIONAL LAW HANDBOOK]; see also
To see why the counter-intuitive answer is right—that Congress may constitutionally exercise authority over these rules—this article relies on the contemporary international crisis in Eastern Europe to frame this domestic separation of war powers problem.

To be clear about this article’s subject matter, it is not the well-trod question of which political branch, if any, has the authority to initiate hostilities unilaterally; nor is it the slightly more operationally focused question of whether Congress might be able to impose constraints (or remove them) on the scope, size, or duration of an existing conflict. Rather, this article looks a layer further down to a question that has gone unnoticed by scholars, courts, Congress, and executive branch lawyers: may Congress legislate operation-specific “Rules of Engagement,” or direct the Department of Defense to do so with certain specified definitions and rules, that “delineate the circumstances and limitations under which US forces will initiate and/or continue combat engagement with other forces encountered?”

In short, it parallels recent work

Colonel Gary P. Corn, Should the Best Offense Ever Be a Good Defense? The Public Authority to Use Force in Military Operations: Recalibrating the Use of Force Rules in the Standing Rules of Engagement, 49 Vand. J. Transnat’l L. 1, 3 (2016) (noting that ROE “have evolved as the primary command-and-control tool for regulating and aligning the use of force with political, military, and legal imperatives”).

A representative sampling of scholarship on this question, some of which will be discussed infra, includes Matthew C. Waxman, The Power to Wage War Successfully, 117 Colum. L. Rev. 613, 615–16 (2017); David J. Barron, Waging War: The Clash Between Presidents and Congress—1776 to ISIS 416–27 (2016); and John Hart Ely, War and Responsibility: Constitutional Lessons of Vietnam and Its Aftermath 54 (1993). The federal circuits have both avoided this separation of powers issue by declaring it a non-justiciable political question. See, e.g., Holtzman v. Schlesinger, 484 F.2d 1307, 1310 (2d Cir. 1973); Dacosta v. Laird, 471 F.2d 1146, 1147 (2d Cir. 1973). They have also ruled on this very question, deciding whether evidence of tacit or express Congressional support for the Vietnam war was constitutionally sufficient. E.g., Berk v. Laird, 429 F.2d 302, 305 (2d Cir. 1970); Orlando v. Laird, 443 F.2d 1039, 1042–43 (2d Cir. 1971).


Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 1-02, Dep’t of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms 207 (2010, as amended through 15. Feb. 2016) (defining “rules of engagement”); accord Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 1-04, Dep’t of
by Professors Ashely Deeks and Matthew Waxman (who focused on potential legislative regulation of artificial intelligence in the President’s command and control of nuclear weapons): the separation of powers issue here is not about the jurisdictional province of war-making; it is about rule-making for war-waging.8

This article is situated within the larger project of reassessing the degree to which Congress can or should be a more active protagonist during armed conflict as a check on a president’s wartime overreaching, or at least play a role in establishing “principled limits on Executive power” during wartime.9 It questions the premise that “it is not practically possible to draw a sharp and clear-cut distinction between the powers of military command and the power to regulate the forces and to govern them,”10 at least insofar as they relate to operational Rules of Engagement. It may be the case that some, and only some, constitutional war powers are a zero-sum game.11 ROE may not be one of them.

Mindful of the Supreme Court’s assertion that “[u]nder Clause 14, Congress, like Parliament, exercises a power of precedence over, not exclusion of, Executive authority,”12 and that “it would be contrary to the respect owed

---

7 Ashley Deeks & Matthew Waxman, Can Congress Bar Fully Autonomous Nuclear Command and Control?, LAWFARE (June 5, 2023), https://www.lawfareblog.com/can-congress-bar-fully-autonomous-nuclear-command-and-control [https://perma.cc/3QVW-ELNZ] (asking whether Congress is barred “from legislatively restricting the president’s freedom of action as to whether—and especially how best—to use a particular weapon in the military arsenal”).

8 In this sense, this article continues the line of argument contained in Barron & Lederman, Original Understanding, supra note 5, at 693 (“[E]ven when hostilities are underway, the Commander-in-Chief often operates in a legal environment instinct with legislatively imposed limitations.”). Of note, Barron & Lederman refer to “rules of engagement” but only as a metaphor describing the ways in which Congress and the President partake in the “interdepartmental struggle for war powers supremacy itself”). Id. at 724–25.


11 Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 293 (1926) (Brandeis, J., dissenting) (“The doctrine of the separation of powers was adopted by the Convention of 1787 not to promote efficiency but to preclude the exercise of arbitrary power. The purpose was, not to avoid friction, but, by means of the inevitable friction incident to the distribution of the governmental powers among three departments, to save the people from autocracy.”); see also INS v. Chada, 462 U.S. 919, 944 (1983) (“[T]he fact that a given law or procedure is efficient, convenient, and useful in facilitating functions of government, standing alone, will not save it if it is contrary to the Constitution . . . .”); NLRB v. Noel Canning, 573 U.S. 513, 556 (2014) (stating that friction is an “inevitable consequence of our constitutional structure”).

the President as Commander-in-Chief to hold that he may not be given wide discretion and authority,"\textsuperscript{13} scholars addressing the separation of war powers dilemma have tried to draw sharp lines. In doing so, they have bifurcated in error two activities that should be joined. They make categorical distinctions between battlefield “tactics” or “operations” on the one hand (ostensibly within the preclusive power of the President) and rules that regulate conduct or the discipline of the service members, or even rules that specifically regulate “captures,” on the other (those powers within Congress’s Article I responsibilities).\textsuperscript{14} Courts, however, have had less difficulty seeing the interrelationship between soldier conduct in the field and tactical mission requirements and planning—the Supreme Court has long recognized that the American military justice system was originally an “instrumentality” for maintaining good order and discipline in combat and such a categorical distinction is not manifested in actual combat.\textsuperscript{15} The two issues—tactics (the “science and art of disposing and maneuvering forces in combat”\textsuperscript{16}) and rules enforcing disciplined behavior during combat subject to criminal and administrative remedies—both implicate questions of how to conduct

\begin{footnotes}
\item[13] Id. at 768.
\item[16] Tactics, Merriam-Webster.com, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/tactics [https://perma.cc/TPW3-PK4H]. The U.S. Army defines it similarly. DEP’T OF ARMY, ADP 3-90, OFFENSE AND DEFENSE, at 1-1 to 1-3 (July 2019) (“Tactics is the employment, ordered arrangement, and directed actions of forces in relation to each other” and is both an “art” and “science.” “The art of tactics is three interrelated aspects: the creative and flexible array of means to accomplish missions, decision making under conditions of uncertainty when faced with a thinking and adaptive enemy, and the understanding of the effects of combat on Soldiers” whereas the “science of tactics is the understanding of those military aspects of tactics—capabilities, techniques, and procedures—that can be measured and codified.”).
\end{footnotes}
hostilities. Both issues are jointly addressed by ROE, but the fundamental question of who regulates the conduct of hostilities is not facially clear from the text, nor the history of constitutional interpretation by the Court.

This first portion of what necessarily must be a longer two-part study introduces the problem by posing a brief hypothetical inspired by the contemporary conflict in Ukraine, describes ROE, looks to the Constitutional text and finds it—unsurprisingly—ambiguous, and surveys potentially relevant Supreme Court jurisprudence that may favor either Congress’s overlapping interest in, or the President’s preclusive authority over, the ROE. The second half of the study will continue with a more detailed, though largely fictitious, hypothetical, impose a non-arbitrary rejection of “originalism” or “original public meaning” as a methodology for answering this ROE problem, and apply a Justice Frankfurter-inspired “historical gloss” perspective but will ultimately find it to be inconclusive as well. Lest we leave the ROE question unsettled, the second article concludes with a pragmatic, functionalist, test inspired by the principal-agent nature of American civil-military relations.

17 This is nearly an axiomatic principle for the Armed Forces, long recognized and taken as an article of faith. See, e.g., GENERAL WILLIAM T. SHERMAN, MILITARY LAW 132 (1880) (“Every general, and every commanding officer knows, that to obtain from his command the largest measure of force, and the best results, he must possess the absolute confidence of his command by his fairness, his impartiality, his sense of justice and devotion to his country, not from fear. Yet in order to execute the orders of his superiors he must insist on the implicit obedience of all his command[] [but] [w]ithout this quality no army can fulfill its office . . . .”); WILLIAM WINTHROP, MILITARY LAW AND PRECEDENTS 48–49 (2d ed. 1920) (commenting that U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 14 gives Congress ways to provide the Commander-in-Chief tools “to aid him in properly commanding the Army and Navy and enforcing discipline therein”); Gen. William C. Westmoreland, Military Justice—A Commander’s Viewpoint, 10 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 5, 6 (1971) (remarking that the goals of the military’s internal justice system are inclusive of conduct exhibited during combat: to deter conduct that “in the military [could be] infinitely more serious to soldiers, to the military organization as a whole, and to the Nation . . . [and to protect] the discipline, loyalty, and morale [and protect] the integrity of the military organization and the accomplishment of the military mission”); see also Memorandum from James Mattis, Sec’y of Def., to Sec’y of the Mil. Dep’ts, Chiefs of the Mil. Servs., Commanders of the Combatant Commands (Aug. 13, 2018), https://www.usfk.mil/Portals/105/Documents/SECDEF/DISCIPLINE%20AND%20LETHALITY%20OSD010042-18%20FOD%20Final.pdf [https://perma.cc/QF4L-JNYK].

18 See infra Part II.

19 Barron & Lederman, Original Understanding, supra note 5, at 705 (“The precise list of executive actions encompassed by [traditional unitary Executive proponents, regarding war powers] is not self-evident.”).


21 See Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 610–11 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
II. THE INSEPARABILITY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW OF WAR FROM DOMESTIC SEPARATION OF POWERS

The war between Ukraine and Russia—the most dangerous International Armed Conflict since 2022—presents a well-understood challenge on two obvious fronts. First, it presents a challenge to the efficacy and relevance of the international rule of law. Second, it undermines faith in the State actors who are required to maintain the peace while extolling the virtues of, and practicing, the rule of law. Beyond bearing witness to the unbearable human trauma of warfare, the facts on the ground and in the skies of eastern Europe have justified profound cynicism and skepticism about that rule of law. Of what real value, for example, is Article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter (prohibiting aggressive war absent self-defense or a Security Council Resolution) when a veto-wielding permanent member of the Security Council is the unlawful aggressor?

22 “Common Article 2” of the 1949 Geneva Conventions distinguishes categories of armed conflict that trigger the applicability of the rest of the Conventions (an “International Armed Conflict” is taken to mean “all cases of declared war or of any other armed conflict which may arise between two or more of the High Contracting Parties, even if the state of war is not recognized by one of them”). Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field, art. 2, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3114, 75 U.N.T.S. 31 [hereinafter GC I]; see INT’L COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS, COMMENTARY ON THE FIRST GENEVA CONVENTION: CONVENTION (I) FOR THE AMELIORATION OF THE CONDITION OF THE WOUNDED AND SICK IN ARMED FORCES IN THE FIELD 69 (2016).


Aside from these grand issues, granular legal issues are legion. This war is a laboratory for lawyers and scholars to witness in real time how International Humanitarian Law (IHL) (also known as the “Law of War” or the “Law of Armed Conflict”) is understood and complied with (or not) at two strata. At one level, war crimes result from strategic decisions by national leaders. At another, tactical, level, where soldiers use state-sanctioned violence against civilians and civilian objects, some of that violence inevitably violates IHL and likely constitute war crimes. Abuses allegedly committed by Russian soldiers occupy most media attention, but there are also reciprocal reports of Ukrainian atrocities, like soldiers shooting Russians who should have been considered protected prisoners of war or at least protected because they were hors de combat. The extent to which either or both sets of perpetrators are prosecuted by domestic or international courts is an ongoing area of scholarly interest and public attention.

---

29 Frits Kalshoven & Liesbeth Zegveld, Constraints on the Waging of War: An Introduction to International Humanitarian Law 11 (3d ed., 2001) (“The law of war nowadays is often referred to by a phrase better suited to express its object and purpose, such as ‘international humanitarian law applicable in armed conflict’ or ‘humanitarian law’—we shall be using these terms interchangeably, as we do with ‘war’ and ‘armed conflict.’”); see also Dep’t of Def., Directive 2311.01E, DoD Law of War Program 15 (July 2020) (defining the “Law of War”).


31 Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, art. 147, Aug. 12, 1949, 6 U.S.T. 3516, 75 U.N.T.S. 287 (identifying conduct that constitute “grave breaches” of this Convention; the other three Conventions of 1949 contain similar catalogues).


34 GC I, supra note 22, at art. 12; Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts art. 41, ¶ 2 June 8, 1977, 1125 U.N.T.S. 3 (defining “hors de combat”).

The conflict also showcases the novel application of modern technology on the battlefield, raising questions about how the law of war can and should be interpreted beyond the somewhat limited and outdated terms of the Twentieth Century warfare that gave rise to modern IHL. Scholars and practicing international lawyers (including military attorneys advising the combatants) must now account for unmanned drones accepting mass surrenders; civilian using a cell phone application to identify, geolocate, and track the trajectory of airborne threats like rockets and helicopters, instantly transmitting the data to local Ukrainian air defense artillery units; and obscure and highly technical cyber activities that may or may not amount to the legal definition of an “attack.”

But back in the United States—even though not an official party to the conflict—the war in Ukraine highlights potential complications for domestic national security law. One such complication—the authority over ROE implicates traditional frictions between the two political branches: simply, it is another (though understudied) potential frontline for separation of powers disputes. Obvious and well-worn tensions include Congress’s willingness or reticence to fund military operations that the President wishes to execute, the President’s ability to deploy armed forces abroad without Congressional

---


authorization, and the military’s ability to make strategic, operational, and tactical war-waging decisions without Congressional interference.  


But even scholarship in that latter category has lacked sufficient nuance. The question simply gets reframed as what falls to the President to command outside the reach of Congress, but what “command” means has remained stubbornly opaque. The understudied source of tension, one that could be raised by future U.S. involvement in a large-scale combat operation or war like that in Ukraine, is the specific set of parameters controlling the military’s actual use of force (servicemember by servicemember, unit by unit) during a conflict—the “Rules of Engagement,” rules for which the President and the Department of Defense have exercised apparently exclusive dominion for decades. This question engages claims like “Congress [has] the primary responsibility for determining the nation’s military policy” on the one hand, and on the other hand claims like the President has a “prerogative of superintendence when it comes to the military chain of command itself [because] the President must to some considerable extent retain control over the vast reservoirs of military discretion that exist in every armed conflict, even when bounded by important statutory limitations”—a “presidential preclusive power over the conduct of campaigns.” This article asks what, exactly, is Congress free to take as its own, and what might be “precluded” by pure Commander-in-Chief judgment?

At least two recent developments suggest Rules of Engagement are not beyond the ken or interest of Congress. First, widespread media coverage of allegedly unwarranted or legally unjustified civilian casualties caused by U.S. airstrikes in Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan expressing concerns over flawed decision-making, inaccurate reporting, lack of transparency, and a dearth of accountability. Such reporting often precedes Congressional inquiries and Congressional directives to the Department of Defense.

rules over “rules of engagement,” which are intended to enforce compliance with jus in bello, among other things. See Part II.

43 Lobel, supra note 41, at 394 (noting the “difficult questions as to where to draw the law line between congressional and Executive power over the conduct of warfare”).


45 Barron & Lederman, Original Understanding supra note 5, at 696–97.

46 Id. at 697.


48 See, e.g., Letter from Elizabeth Warren, Senator, & Sara Jacobs, Representative, to Lloyd Austin, Sec’y of Def., 5-7 (Dec. 19, 2022) (demanding answers to eleven specific questions regarding reporting, fact-finding, and accountability related to civilian harm caused by U.S. military operations).

Second, independent of that interest, there is a concern within the Department that two decades of combat during counterinsurgency and counter-terrorist operations with relatively restrictive ROE have left military commanders dangerously unprepared. It is not a lack of equipment or resources that worries some but rather a lack of relevant experience. Commanders, the worry goes, may not be comfortable in using their lawful authorities—established by both statute and treaty—to use “appropriate” violence necessary to achieve lawful objectives in a “large-scale combat operation” against a modern technologically-savvy State adversary, a conventional International Armed Conflict regulated primarily by the Geneva Conventions and the Hague Conventions. Such hostilities, as the Ukraine-Russia War reminded both military professionals and the general public, are extremely lethal, inflict widespread damage, are tolerant (to a degree) of collateral civilian casualties, and do not require the use of precision munitions. The law of war is flexible enough to recognize this and make certain permissions for the use of lethal force conditional upon these realities, but these are not the combat realities (relatively low-intensity counter-insurgency and counter-terrorism on a global scale) in which current U.S. military leaders have been immersed since 2001.

Nor do they reflect current public perceptions and expectations about the potential sterility of modern warfare when armed with bountiful technological resources.

At the same time, the Department of Defense has made it explicitly clear that the “protection of civilians is a strategic priority as well as a moral

---


52 Joint Pub. 1-04, supra note 6, at II-2.


54 Pede & Hayden, supra note 50, at 6 (“Nongovernmental organizations, academics, and critics consider ‘smart bombs’ and [counter-terrorist] tactics to have become normative rules in warfighting. In short, they are not. This gap—the space between what the law of war actually requires, and a growing expectation of highly constrained and surgical employment of force born of our own recent experience coupled with our critics’ laudable but callow aspirations—left unchecked, threatens to unnecessarily limit a commander’s legal maneuver space on the [large-scale combat operations] battlefield.”).
imperative...[for this] directly contribute[s] to achieving mission success.”55 Protecting civilians while achieving mission success is the core objective of ROE, as the next section explains.

III. RULES OF ENGAGEMENT AS A COMMAND & CONTROL—AND LEGAL COMPLIANCE— TOOL

The common misunderstanding—that there is a meaningful distinction between “tactics” and “discipline” and thus between what the President ostensibly controls to the exclusion of Congress—is not incurable. Recognizing the coincidence of these two concepts during hostilities requires a basic familiarization with ROE. Therefore, this Part briefly describes their purpose, structure, and content.

U.S. military operations in any conflict are directed and controlled by a series of classified orders of varying complexity and coverage, but all originate from orders issued by the relevant Combatant Commander, the four-star general or flag admiral nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate to “(A) [t]o produce plans for the employment of the armed forces to execute national defense strategies and respond to significant military contingencies... (B) [t]o take actions, as necessary, to deter conflict... [and] (C) [t]o command United States armed forces as directed by the Secretary and approved by the President.”56 These Commanders report only to the Secretary of Defense and the President in the operational chain-of-command, and—when so ordered—command and control forces assigned to their headquarters from all of the Services (e.g., Army, Navy, Air Force, Space Force).57 Those mission-directing orders all include a classified appendix called the “Rules of Engagement” (within a classified annex, “Operations”) setting forth various control measures employed by the chain-of-command with respect to, inter alia, necessary conditions (including where and how) for use of lethal force, the scope of collective and unit self-defense, identification of “declared hostile forces,” restrictions on certain types of weapons, treatment of prisoners of war and other detainees and noncombatant civilians, and procedures for commanders at all

56 10 U.S.C. § 164(b)(3).
57 Id. § 164(b)(1). For example, if the United States engaged in armed conflict in Ukraine, the Commander of U.S. European Command (EUCOM) (dual-hatted as NATO’s Supreme Allied Commander Europe, or SACEUR) would exercise “authoritative direction” and control over military campaigns (“employing forces within that command as he considers necessary to carry out missions assigned to the command”) conducted by subordinate commands and joint task forces in the region. Id. § 164(c)(1)(A), (D).
echelons to request additional authorities as missions and circumstances change.\textsuperscript{58}

The “Theater”-specific or mission-specific ROE, in turn, are derived from a base document: the “Standing Rules of Engagement/Standing Rules for the Use of Force,” a partially classified document, issued only periodically, under the direction of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS).\textsuperscript{59} By law, the CJCS is the primary military advisor to the President and Secretary of Defense,\textsuperscript{60} responsible for producing the National Military Strategy\textsuperscript{61} and outranks all other officers in the Armed Forces but has no authority to command U.S. forces.\textsuperscript{62} There is no explicit statutory or regulatory basis, or Executive Order, for the SROE/SRUF.\textsuperscript{63} However, the Department of Defense Law of War Program directs that:

Members of the DoD Components comply with the law of war during all armed conflicts, however characterized. In all other military operations, members of the DoD Components will continue to act consistent with the law of war’s fundamental principles and rules, which include those in Common Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions and the principles of military necessity, humanity, distinction, proportionality, and honor.\textsuperscript{64}

The Secretary of Defense further directs subordinate components and commands to “implement effective programs to prevent violations of the law of war, including . . . [i]nstructions, regulations, and procedures to implement law of war standards and establish processes for ensuring compliance”\textsuperscript{65} and take “[a]ppropriate actions to ensure accountability and to improve efforts to prevent violations of the law of war in U.S. military operations.”\textsuperscript{66}

The Secretary has further directed the CJCS to “[p]rovide[] appropriate guidance to the Combatant Commanders, consistent with Section 163 of Title 10, U.S.C.,”\textsuperscript{67} and “[r]eview[] appropriate plans, policies, directives, joint

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{58} \textit{Operational Law Handbook}, supra note 3, at 109 (¶ 7, referencing “Combatant Commanders’ Theater-Specific ROE”); \textit{id. at} 110 (¶ V.B.1.d., referencing mission-specific ROE).
\item \textsuperscript{60} 10 U.S.C. § 153.
\item \textsuperscript{61} \textit{id.} § 153(b).
\item \textsuperscript{62} \textit{id.} § 152(c).
\item \textsuperscript{63} \textit{See Operational Law Handbook}, supra note 3, at 105.
\item \textsuperscript{64} \textit{Dep’t of Def.}, supra note 28, at ¶ 1.2(a). The Department of Defense Office of the General Counsel is the “originating component” for this document, which was approved by the Deputy Secretary of Defense. \textit{id.} at 1.
\item \textsuperscript{65} \textit{id.} at ¶ 1.2(c)(3).
\item \textsuperscript{66} \textit{id.} at ¶ 1.2(c)(6).
\item \textsuperscript{67} \textit{id.} at ¶ 2.8(a).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
doctrine, and rules of engagement, as necessary, ensuring their consistency with this issuance and the law of war,”\textsuperscript{68} to “[h]elp[] ensure that plans, policies, directives, and rules of engagement issued by the Combatant Commanders are consistent with this issuance and the law of war.”\textsuperscript{69}

Since 1994, the SROE/SRUF has “establish[ed] fundamental policies and procedures” that govern at all times and places, except where it provides for what could be called contingent exceptions, waivers, and variations.\textsuperscript{70} For our purposes, we need only consider the SROE, as it is the portion that applies to U.S. commanders and military operations outside of U.S. territory or territorial seas, hence the kind of contingency involving hostile actions against foreign threats during armed conflict that animates the question posed in this article.\textsuperscript{71}

Because no two hostile actions—at any scale, from skirmish to world war, are alike, the “purpose of the SROE is to provide implementation guidance on the application of force for mission accomplishment and the exercise of self-defense.”\textsuperscript{72} The current unclassified sections of the SROE define, \textit{inter alia}, “hostile act” and “hostile intent,” “inherent right to self-defense,” and provide guidelines for requesting various “supplemental measures”\textsuperscript{73} (additional authorities delegated lower down the chain-of-command to use certain types of weapons or tactics that would normally be withheld to higher echelons of command), with an intent to “ensure they allow maximum flexibility for mission accomplishment while providing clear, unambiguous guidance to the forces affected.”\textsuperscript{74} Because ROE are tailored to a specific operation, they are always a modification of the original baseline SROE.\textsuperscript{75} These SROE, it can be said, “undergo amplification at as many as nine subordinate levels of authority.”\textsuperscript{76} As explained below, that “amplification” is itself constrained in scope and substance.

At a more general level, at any scale of application or amplification, ROE function as contingent control measures: contingent upon the variables of national policy, mission-specific intent and enemy circumstances; control measures imposed by commanders as a lawful order that—in many instances—restrain the use of armed force by their subordinates.\textsuperscript{77} But those contingencies are applied in the context of invariant international law regarding the use of

\textsuperscript{68} Id. at ¶ 2.8(c).
\textsuperscript{69} Id. at ¶ 2.8(d).
\textsuperscript{70} SROE/SRUF, supra note 59, at 1. The history of a standardized SROE goes back slightly further to early and mid-1980s. See Corn, supra note 3, at 13–5 (briefly summarizing that history).
\textsuperscript{71} SROE/SRUF, supra note 59, at 1.
\textsuperscript{72} Id. at A-1.
\textsuperscript{73} Id. at A-3 to A-4.
\textsuperscript{74} Id. at I-1.
\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 21.
\textsuperscript{77} See generally id.
force in combat, here referred to as the “laws of armed conflict” or LOAC. As such, uniformed lawyers (“judge advocates”) help conceptualize and draft the ROE during military planning processes to aid the chain-of-command. To Professor (and former Marine combat veteran) Gary Solis,

ROE are the primary means of regulating the use of force in armed conflict... Think of ROE as a tether with which senior commanders control the use of force by individual combatants. ROE are the commander’s ‘rules’ for employing armed force, arrived at with the help of military lawyers and implemented by those who execute the military mission... [and] ROE provisions may be, and often are, more restrictive than those of LOAC [and can never violate LOAC].

Another source, widely adopted as a training guide for commanders and military lawyers, describes ROE as:

[R]ules, issued by competent authorities, to military forces and associated groups and forces, and to other organized armed groups, that regulate the use of force and other activities that may be considered to be provocative. They assist in the delineation of the circumstances and limitations within which forces may be employed to achieve their objectives.

The conflict-dependent or Theater-specific ROE (derived from the SROE) will, among other things, define the circumstances under which, for example, lethal force may be used to defend foreign civilian nationals; it may impose restrictions on the types of conventional munitions or cyber capabilities that may be employed; it will define concepts like “hostile intent” and principles of self-defense and proportionality; it will identify individuals, organization, or military forces of another nation as “declared hostile forces” making them lawful standing targets; and it may address the procedural management of detainees, prisoners of war, or other civilians located on or near the battlefield.

As the ROE are intended to impose controls on individual behavior and choices during hostilities, and they come in the form of a signed order by the Commander (at various echelons in the chain-of-command, each with their own ROE nested within and derived from the ROE and mission of their higher headquarters), violation of the ROE has criminal consequences. A servicemember who violates it could be prosecuted by a federal court-martial under the Uniform Code of Military Justice—not merely for the underlying
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misconduct per se (e.g., mishandling of civilian property overtaken during hostilities), and even if not a war crime per se, but for the unlawful act of failing to obey a lawful order.\footnote{10 U.S.C. § 892; SOLIS, supra note 80, at 367.}

The development and promulgation of ROE has been assumed to be a task solely within the responsibility (and capability) of the executive branch. As the next section makes clear, the assumption that Congress has no legitimate role to play—or let alone authority to mandate a change—in operational ROE to ensure compliance with Law of War obligations is not as strong as intuition might suggest.

IV. THE MOST-LIKELY FRAMEWORK: JUSTICE JACKSON’S YOUNGSTOWN CONCURRENCE

A. Foreseeable (but Hypothetical) Congressional Interest in the Rules of Engagement

Imagine a scenario in which the United States is a belligerent party to an international armed conflict against another nation-state, conducting most of the operations in a third State along with U.S. allies.\footnote{For the sake of this hypothetical, neither the \textit{jus ad bellum} legal justification under the U.N. Charter nor any domestic war-making authority under U.S. law is relevant.} The hostilities have been protracted, inflicting much higher than anticipated casualties among U.S. and allied forces and among civilians located in the territory in which the fighting primarily occurs. Much of the combat has centered around densely populated urban areas, and the adversary’s battlefield tactics and doctrine call for massing of conventional armored and infantry formations rather than dispersing or disaggregating into smaller, more technologically sophisticated precision formations and weapons. The U.S. military possesses several types of weapon systems that are designed for such threats: thermobaric weapons\footnote{Thermobaric weapons are “fuel-air” explosives or “vacuum bombs.” Matt Montazzoli, \textit{Are Thermobaric Weapons Lawful?}, ARTICLES OF WAR (Mar. 23, 2022), https://lieber.westpoint.edu/are-thermobaric-weapons-lawful/ [https://perma.cc/7FJD-KBLS] (describing the characteristics and use of this explosive); Patricia Zengerle, \textit{Ukraine, Rights Groups Say Russia Used Cluster and Vacuum Bombs}, REUTERS (Mar. 1, 2022), www.reuters.com/world/europe/ukraines-ambassador-us-says-russia-used-vacuum-bomb-monday-2022-02-28/ [https://perma.cc/HVR2-NZGE]; Arthur van Coller, \textit{Detonating the Air: The Legality of the Use of Thermobaric Weapons under International Humanitarian Law}, 105 INT’L REV. RED CROSS 1125, 1126 (2023).} and cluster munitions.\footnote{Convention on Cluster Munitions, UNITED NATIONS OFF. OF DISARMAMENT AFFRS., https://disarmament.unoda.org/convention-on-cluster-munitions/ [https://perma.cc/3SGH-KQ2H] (describing the mechanics and use of cluster munitions); Craig Hooper, \textit{Ukraine Wants Cluster Munitions to Blast Russian Fortifications}, FORBES (July 1, 2023), https://www.forbes.com/sites/craigahooper/2023/07/01/ukraine-wants-cluster-munitions-to-blast-russian-fortifications/?sh=68d6f3823cc0 [https://perma.cc/2VLS-T2WS].} Both weapon systems have been used by the U.S. in prior armed
conflicts but remain controversial because of the high risk that normal use results in unreasonable (and to that extent, unlawful) collateral damage to non-combatant civilians. Cluster munitions are banned by a treaty ratified by 112 nations, leaving the U.S. in a minority of the States who may use them. In short, these weapons are believed to have high combat utility but high humanitarian costs.

Further imagine that a significant majority of the U.S. Congress appears to disagree with the Department of Defense’s claim that the current Theater-specific ROE and SROE from which it is derived are sufficient guides for the lawful use of force by the U.S. military in its ongoing combat operations. In particular, after hearing testimony from retired commanders and wounded veterans, the majority of the House Armed Services Committee believes the President has unreasonably restrained the military by forbidding the use of cluster munitions and thermobaric weapons in urban areas regardless of their tactical or strategic effect on the enemy. Believing that such weapons could facilitate swifter success in the war and that such weapons are not per se unlawful under LOAC, the Committee has forwarded a draft bill that would force the CJCS to revise the SROE and which directs the Secretary of Defense to ensure that the geographic Combatant Commander revises the Theater-specific ROE accordingly.

B. Framing the Domestic Legal Problem

To demonstrate the difficulty of fitting the specific ROE question within neat boundaries of one of the two political branches, this section briefly surveys the strongest or most-often asserted bases, other than “original intent” or “original public meaning,” for the more generic claims in support of the Executive and Legislative branches’ respective roles (whether concurring, preclusive, or independent, or the like). Justice Robert Jackson’s tripartite category framework for analyzing the President’s power relative to that of Congress on a national security subject is the most appropriate starting point, having been endorsed (or at least discussed in depth) by scholars and the


89 See Wareham, supra note 88.


92 The author’s reasoning for this methodological choice is explained in the second part to this article, supra note 20 and surrounding text.
In Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, the Court held that President Truman’s order, in the face of a significant labor strike, to seize control of steel mills across the country to avert an economic and military disaster during the onset of the Korean War, was unconstitutional. In his concurring opinion, Jackson articulated a manner by which to classify the President’s asserted war powers and assess their fluctuating constitutional footing as a function of the degree to which Congress has, or has not, acted under its own authority on the same matters.

First, the President’s authority is at its “maximum” when acting “pursuant to an express or implied authorization of Congress.” Under these circumstances, advocates for the use of executive authority can be reassured that the act “would be supported by the strongest of presumptions and the widest latitude of judicial interpretation, and the burden of persuasion would rest heavily upon any who might attack it.” When the President makes formal rules for military court-martial procedure, she does so in the role of Commander-in-Chief but with specific authorization to do so from Congress. When the President orders the deployment of U.S. military personnel pursuant to an AUMF, she likewise clearly acts pursuant to an express or implied authorization from Congress.

Contrariwise, the President is at the “lowest ebb” of her power when she takes some action “incompatible with the expressed or implied will of Congress.” Seizing of the steel mills was such an action. So, too, would a presidential order that keeps the Armed Forces engaged in hostilities after...

---
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Congress rescinds an AUMF or fails to appropriate funds for the military operation. In such cases, the President will be subject to more scrutiny and skepticism from any court adjudicating the controversy but can only be said to have acted *unconstitutionally* if Congress engaged its *own* Constitutional powers (e.g., declaring war, raising and supporting armies, etc.) in a way that conflicts with the President’s effort. In other words, “the President’s asserted power must be both ‘exclusive’ and ‘conclusive’ on the issue” for his action to survive judicial scrutiny.\(^\text{102}\)

Third, there are ambiguous middle-ground situations in which the President and Congress “may have concurrent” power over a specific subject, as when there is neither a “congressional grant or denial of authority.”\(^\text{103}\) In this “zone of twilight,” the President seems to have a freer hand to exercise initiative or assume “independent presidential responsibility,” provided her actions are within her Article II powers to begin with.\(^\text{104}\) In this latter category, resolution of a potential conflict over which branch’s preference rules the day will be based on political wrangling driven by “the imperatives of events and contemporary imponderables.”\(^\text{105}\)

C. Has Congress Already Implicitly Authorized the President to Produce ROE?

The most compelling argument that the President—through the Secretary of Defense, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Combatant Commanders—retains absolute authority over Rules of Engagement precluding any Congressional directive to change their substance is to argue that the existing SROE and Theater-level ROE reside in Justice Jackson’s first grouping. There, the President acts with maximum discretion because she wields not only traditional authority over the combat conduct of the Armed Forces as Commander-in-Chief, but also powers granted by Congress. Though there is no *explicit* statutory authority with respect to operational ROE, Congress has legislated certain responsibilities of the Secretary of Defense, the CJCS, and the Combatant Commanders. These responsibilities can be read reasonably to encompass creation and promulgation of rules regulating the conduct of combat operations that reflect national policy and mission requirements provided they respect and are consistent with the Law of Armed Conflict. Specifically:

The Secretary [of Defense] is the principal assistant to the President in all matters relating to the Department of Defense. Subject to the direction of the

---

\(^{102}\) Zivotofsky v. Kerry, 576 U.S. 1, 10 (quoting *Youngstown*, 343 U.S. at 637–38).
\(^{103}\) *Youngstown*, 343 U.S. at 637.
\(^{104}\) *Id.*
\(^{105}\) *Id.*
President and to this title . . . he has authority, direction, and control over the Department of Defense.106

. . .

Unless specifically prohibited by law, the Secretary may, without being relieved of his responsibility, perform any of his functions or duties, or exercise any of his powers through, or with the aid of, such persons in, or organizations of, the Department of Defense as he may designate.107

From the statutorily established roles, responsibilities, and “command authority” of the Senate-confirmed Commanders of Combatant Commands,

Subject to the direction of the President, the commander of a combatant command . . . performs his duties under the authority, direction, and control of the Secretary of Defense108 . . .

. . .

Unless otherwise directed by the President or the Secretary of Defense, the authority, direction, and control of the commander of a combatant command . . . include the command functions of . . . giving authoritative direction to subordinate commands and forces necessary to carry out missions assigned to the command, including the authoritative direction over all aspects of military operations, joint training, and logistics109 . . . [including] employing forces within that command as he considers necessary to carry out missions assigned to the command110 . . . [and] coordinating and approving those aspects of administration and . . . discipline necessary to carry out missions assigned to the command.111

. . .

[and] [t]he Secretary of Defense shall ensure that a commander of a combatant command has sufficient authority, direction, and control over the commands and forces assigned to the command to exercise effective command over those commands and forces. In carrying out this subparagraph, the Secretary shall consult with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.112

Such authorization from Congress, intended to strengthen civilian supremacy, make the planning and executing of military operations more efficient, effective, and joint as an entire national security enterprise directed by the Commander-in-Chief,113 is far from unequivocal evidence of Congressional will that ROE and other commands related to the control of the Armed Forces and their use of armed force reside with the Executive Branch. But it is some

106 10 U.S.C. § 113(b) (emphasis added).
107 Id. § 113(d).
108 Id. § 164(b)(2) (emphasis added).
109 Id. § 164(c)(1)(A) (emphasis added).
110 Id. § 164(c)(1)(D) (emphasis added).
111 Id. § 164(c)(1)(F) (emphasis added).
evidence. It is not unreasonable to argue that these statutory provisions establish presidential control over standing and operational ROE. The administrative and disciplinary measures to control the use of lawful force in contextually-conditional situations given mission requirements and national policy—the "authority, direction, and control" of which Congress presented to the Secretary of Defense and Combatant Commanders, subject only to Presidential command—are the SROE and any derivative ROE.

Nevertheless, the statutory language quoted above must be admitted to answer the question only implicitly, and thus is indirectly or even inadvertently suggestive that Congress appended this additional responsibility over ROE to the Commander-in-Chief’s authority. If only inadvertent, a fair application of Youngstown’s framework demands giving due consideration to the second category described by Justice Jackson. That analysis of the “zone of twilight” follows in the next section.

D. Does ROE Reside in the “Zone of Twilight?”

A slightly weaker argument supporting the President’s preclusive authority over the current SROE and Theater-specific ROE is that Congress and the President sit within the “zone of twilight,” the middle ground in Justice Jackson’s Concurrence in which Congress has neither expressly acted nor implied its preferences.

Congress has not yet enacted a statute over the President’s veto prescribing new ROE with which the President disagrees. As discussed in Part II, supra, the SROE have already been promulgated by the CJCS and derivative Theater-specific ROE have been issued by Combatant Commanders for their respective geographic areas of operation and any specific military missions they undertake. By virtue of their respective roles and authorities (created by statute) relative to the President, the SROE and Theater ROE are tacitly imputed to be at the direction and approval of the President as Commander-in-Chief under her Article II enumerated power. There has been no claim that any
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President has acted unconstitutionally, impinging or infringing upon Congress’s own war powers by this direction and approval.

If we assume Congressional investigative interest and assume draft legislation on the subject, however, it is prudent to analyze the respective authority over ROE as a “lowest ebb” problem as well.

E. The “Lowest Ebb” Scenario

The strongest possible argument is that the President retains exclusive, not just primary, control over ROE irrespective of which of the three Youngstown situations exist—that this authority is clear regardless of where on the “spectrum running from explicit congressional authorization to explicit congressional prohibition”\(^\text{119}\) it happens to be. Having considered both the “maximum” and the “zone of twilight” scenarios, we can now assume for the sake of analysis the following additional facts would place the President in the “lowest ebb” category: (1) that Congress does enact ROE legislation over the President’s veto, and (2) the President refuses to have the SROE amended and refuses to transmit the changes to the relevant Combatant Commander for amending the Theater ROE. The issue thus crystallized will be whether the President can aver that her power over such rules is both “exclusive and conclusive.”\(^\text{120}\) That is to say, if Congress has any constitutional authority over ROE, its decision necessarily trumps that of the President’s, for she “can rely only upon [her] own constitutional powers minus any constitutional powers of Congress over the matter.”\(^\text{121}\) As the Court described the analysis in Zivotofsky on the question of the President’s exclusive power to “grant formal recognition” to foreign States,\(^\text{122}\) the relevant analysis begins and ends with “the Constitution’s text and structure, as well as precedent and history bearing on the question.”\(^\text{123}\)

1. War-Waging by Branch: Text and Precedent

a. Constitutional Text

A plain reading of the Constitution’s text suggests that the discrete power to create and publish ROE rests with the branch that is permitted to legislate, \textit{inter alia}, “Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval Forces.”\(^\text{124}\) This reading is reinforced by the accepted use of the statutory

\(^{120}\) Zivotofsky v. Kerry, 576 U.S. 1, 10 (citing Youngstown, 343 U.S. at 637–38 (Jackson, J., concurring)).
\(^{121}\) Youngstown, 343 U.S. at 637 (Jackson, J., concurring).
\(^{122}\) Zivotofsky, 576 U.S. at 5.
\(^{123}\) Id. at 10.
Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) to enact rules that discipline the Armed Forces across a broad spectrum of conduct, including its conduct in combat. This is in direct conflict, then, with Presidential precedent and the long history of the military chain-of-command issuing ROE or ROE-like orders, and the role that such rules play in the effective command and control of the Armed Forces. It is tempting to reduce the problem to one of framing: if framed as a form of “disciplining” the military, conditioning it to certain lawful types of armed force, then it is within Congress’s responsibilities; if, instead, it is a form of “command,” then it is within the President’s responsibilities. This reductionism, however, ignores the nuances of what ROE is and the multiple purposes it serves.

Though undoubtedly a novel question, any conflict over the respective roles played by Congress and the President in the promulgation and enforcement of ROE is made more difficult to mediate by a combination of the multi-purpose nature of ROE and the imprecise division of labor set out in the Constitution’s first two Articles. The hinterland between Congress and the President is immediately obvious upon reading the text of Article I and Article II. As Justice Frankfurter wrote:

The powers of the President are not as particularized as are those of Congress. But unenumerated powers do not mean undefined powers. The separation of powers built into our Constitution gives essential content to undefined provisions in the frame of our government.

Congress is imbued with a range of relatively specific enumerated national security authorities: the power to “lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the common defense . . .”\(^\text{130}\), the power to “define and punish Piracies and Felonies committed on the high Seas, and Offenses against the Law of Nations”\(^\text{131}\), “to declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water”\(^\text{132}\), to “raise and support Armies, but no Appropriation of Money to that
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Use shall be for a longer Term than two Years”;133 to “provide and maintain a Navy”;134 to “make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval Forces”;135 to “provide for calling forth the Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Invasions”;136 to “provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining, the Militia, and for governing such Part of them as may be employed in the Service of the United States.”137 In contrast, the President is simply assigned the role of “Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States, and of the militia of the several States, when called into actual Service of the United States”;138 given the power to “make Treaties”;139 and charged to “take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed”.140

Locating with precision the constitutional border between Article I and Article II war powers has always posed cartographical challenges. Occasionally, those challenges have been obscured by over-generalized, somewhat superficial, judicial reasoning. As Justice Bradley wrote for the Court a decade after the U.S. Civil War, in a case affirming that there are unexpressed war powers inherent to the federal government at least implied by the Constitution’s text,

By the Constitution of the United States the power to declare war is confided to Congress. The executive power and the command of the military and naval forces is vested in the President. Whether, in the absence of Congressional action, the power of permitting partial intercourse with a public enemy may or may not be exercised by the President alone, who is constitutionally invested with the entire charge of hostile operations, it is not now necessary to decide, although it would seem that little doubt could be raised on the subject.141

Justice Bradley’s summation errs toward glibness: it is not clear what he really had in mind by “invested with the entire charge of hostile operations.”142 No less than the “Blackstone of military law,”143 Colonel William Winthrop, more than a century ago, wrote: “As constitutional Commander-in-chief of the Army, and independently of course of any authorization or action by Congress, the President is empowered to issue orders to his command.”144 But that may mean nothing more than ordering the tactical maneuver of troops during hostile engagements with an enemy. Or it could naturally include ordering the
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operational transition of divisions, corps, or fleets from one battlefield to another. Or it may include reviewing and approving campaign plans drawn up by military commanders, deciding the timing of when troops will conclude operations and return home, determining the geographic scale of a combat operation, developing the national strategic policy for seeking alliances with other nations, and demarcating the acceptable terms of surrender. Whereas he suggested military “orders” are solely in the hands of the President, Winthrop also discussed the legal validity of Army “regulations,” in which he writes:

The authority for army regulations proper is to be sought—primarily—in the distinctive functions of the President as Commander-in-chief and as Executive. His function as Commander-in-chief authorizes him to issue, personally or through his military subordinates, such orders and directions as are necessary and proper to ensure order and discipline in the army. His function as Executive empowers him, personally or through the Secretary of War, to prescribe rules, where requisite, for the due execution of the statutes relating to the military establishment.145

It is unclear how to reconcile, both in general and specifically for ROE, the view that “orders to his command” (especially those related to “order and discipline”) are within the preclusive prerogative of the President, but that orders in the form of more general “regulations” related to the “military establishment” may be subject to constraints or demands imposed by statute.146 One other prominent military lawyer and scholar, Brigadier General George Davis just prior to the U.S. entry into World War I, was more direct: “[i]n the exercise of military command and in the conduct of military operations the President is not subject to legislative or judicial control.”147 But, again, we are left to guess at what, precisely, “military command” and “conduct of military operations” necessarily means.148 President Taft, after he left office and before he joined the Supreme Court, wrote that only the President is to determine the movements of the army and the navy.149 He subsequently wrote, in a way clarifying, that “Congress could not order battles to be fought on a certain plan, and could not direct parts of the army to be moved from one part of the country to another.”150 Nothing in the text of Article I, and certainly not Article II, gives an answer. As Jackson wrote in his Youngstown concurrence of Article II’s mysteries: “[t]hese cryptic words have given rise to some of the most persistent
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controversies in our constitutional history.”¹⁵¹ Constitutional scholars have agreed: “the text is probably best construed to make clear that both branches come to the table with plausible claims to authority, but it is impossible to tell from the words of the document alone which one, if either, has a conclusive argument for primacy.”¹⁵²

b. Supreme Court Precedent

It should be first noted and emphasized that the Court has never directly or indirectly addressed the constitutional implications of one branch’s direction over ROE. Nevertheless, the Court’s views have long been relied upon by scholars and executive branch lawyers to deduce the existence of some sphere, of unknown dimensions, encapsulating exclusive Presidential direction: “the Commander-in-Chief Clause of Article II confers independent war powers that are subject to statutory limitations in an unspecified range of circumstances.”¹⁵³

i. Chief Justice Chase’s Milligan Dictum

Chief Justice Chase’s famous dictum from *Ex parte Milligan*, that Congress cannot “direct the conduct of [military] campaigns,”¹⁵⁴ is often cited as strong support of preclusive executive war power over all war-making activities except for declarations of war (i.e., initiation of hostilities): that is to say, over detention, interrogation, and prosecution of enemy combatants; tactical commands to the military, and applying appropriated funding to military operations.¹⁵⁵ However, “direct the conduct of military campaigns” is inherently

¹⁵¹ Youngstown Sheet & Tube v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 641 (Jackson, J. concurring).
¹⁵² Barron & Lederman, *Original Understanding*, supra note 5, at 772; accord Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81, 93 (1943) (“[T]he Constitution commits to the Executive and to Congress the exercise of the war power in all the vicissitudes and conditions of warfare [and] has necessarily given them wide scope for the exercise of judgment and discretion in determining the nature and extent of the threatened injury or danger and in the selection of the means for resisting it.”).
¹⁵³ Barron & Lederman, *Original Understanding*, supra note 5, at 772.
¹⁵⁴ *Ex parte Milligan*, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 2, 139–40 (1866).
ambiguous—and very likely so to anyone who has ever fought in or planned combat operations. His formulation suffers the same defects as that of Justice Bradley, Colonel Winthrop, and Brigadier General Davis. “Direct the conduct of campaigns” could encompass the decision about which tactical units (e.g., the 82nd Airborne Division, or the aircraft carrier USS Nimitz and its Carrier Strike Group 11) to deploy, the decision about when to begin or conclude major operations, a decision of what sector should be emphasized with a higher tempo of operations or more troops, or a decision about which locations, objects, or people should designated a military objective.

Alternatively, it could mean the decision over the manner in which armed force will be used on generic or specified targets (e.g., detailing what types of weapons may be used or are categorically restricted, or detailing specific locations or times that specified weapons or tactics might be employed, or what rules dictate the procedure for detaining suspected combatants) within an ongoing series of related engagements with hostile forces intended to achieve some military or political end state. Professor John Dehn made a similar argument for not reading too much into Chase’s dictum:

The precise meaning of Chase’s statements regarding the relative war powers of Congress and the President is somewhat debatable. Placed in the full context of his opinion, however, Chase does not appear to have supported preclusive presidential authority over the conduct of war. His opinion more readily supports a much narrower view of presidential power as one of implied powers to direct the employment of military forces, subject to applicable laws. Chase’s acknowledgement of Congress’s powers to “provide by law for carrying on war” and to enact “all legislation essential to the prosecution of war with vigor and success” appears to recognize a substantial role for Congress in both initiating and regulating war . . . [and] would not preclude general regulation of the objects, means, or methods of those campaigns . . . 156

At least for ROE, the Chase dictum is unhelpful and potentially misleading in its vagueness.

ii. Little v. Barreme

Other than Chase’s dictum, there are some other cases that may be interpreted as relevant to the ROE question. The early Nineteenth Century case of Little v. Barreme157 is usually taken to stand for the proposition that a president cannot issue an order that allows him—through the actions of his subordinate military commanders—to bypass or ignore a law passed by

---

This has come to represent a rare case of judicial non-deference to the executive in matters of national security: the early Court did not defer to the unilateral discretion of the President’s war-waging decisions when Congress has, through legislation, framed the boundaries of an armed conflict (especially in an “undeclared war”) that it has already authorized the president to lead.\textsuperscript{159} Though typically cast in the ledger as a win for Congressional supremacy, it has an additional meaning that can—at least for the case of ROE—favor the Commander-in-Chief.

The controversy in \textit{Little} arose out of an order issued by President John Adams to naval ship commanders during the United States’ “quasi-war” with France.\textsuperscript{160} Congress had enacted a non-intercourse law in early 1799 to prevent American residents trading with France or its colonies and possessions; it authorized the President to “give instructions to the commanders of the public armed ships of the United States” to stop, inspect, and seize ships and vessels violating the prohibition provided that the violators were en route from the United States to France or its territories.\textsuperscript{161} Captain Little erroneously seized a Danish ship, \textit{The Flying Fish}, under color of this direct command.\textsuperscript{162}

It was an erroneous seizure for two reasons: first, the ship captain was not a resident of the United States, was Prussian by birth, and the Danish ship carried only Danish goods, making it “neutral.”\textsuperscript{163} Second, it was not leaving an American port when it was captured, and this key fact of the ship’s itinerary made it non-targetable by the U.S. Navy.\textsuperscript{164} The vessel’s owners sued for the return of their impounded property and for damages against Captain Little.\textsuperscript{165} Finding the ship and its contents to be neutral, the district court found in favor of the owners but refused to hold Captain Little liable on grounds that he had “probable cause” to believe the ship was American.\textsuperscript{166}
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\footnotetext[160]{See \textsc{Jean Edward Smith}, \textit{John Marshall: Definer of a Nation} 338–40 (1996).} \\
\footnotetext[161]{\textit{Little}, 6 U.S. at 171, 177.} \\
\footnotetext[162]{\textit{Id.} at 175–76.} \\
\footnotetext[163]{\textit{Id.} at 172, 176.} \\
\footnotetext[164]{\textit{Id.} at 175–76.} \\
\footnotetext[165]{\textit{Id.} at 175.} \\
\footnotetext[166]{\textit{Id.} at 176.} \\
\end{footnotes}
On appeal, the chief problem according to Chief Justice John Marshall was that the order Captain Little apparently obeyed was itself unlawful, and that he was not shielded from tort liability merely because he obeyed an order from his commander-in-chief.\textsuperscript{167} The order from President Adams—transmitted by the Secretary of the Navy along with a copy of the non-intercourse statute itself to all commanders including Little—evidently expanded the scope of the law by authorizing the Navy to stop, search, and seize vessels not only destined for French ports, but also American ships coming from such ports.\textsuperscript{168} This extension of the Navy’s jurisdiction, so-to-speak, by the President may have been sensible and in keeping with the spirit and intent of the non-intercourse law, Marshall suggested,\textsuperscript{169} but this broad construction was clearly contrary to the limits constraining that jurisdiction expressly imposed by Congress and was, therefore, unlawful.\textsuperscript{170}

But \textit{Little}, through a clear-eyed reading of an under-appreciated dictum, also presents an early illustration of two essential features of presidential authority still resident implicitly in the Commander-in-Chief clause important for the question posed of ROE. First, the case offers a brief glimpse—the first of its kind—of a military maxim described and legitimized by the judicial branch. Marshall recalled a classic distinction between civilians and military service members: by virtue of their employment and the nature of that employment’s purpose in warfighting, service members are not typically free to disagree, dissemble, dissent, or disobey orders from the chain-of-command—certainly not those of the Commander-in-Chief.\textsuperscript{171}

That implicit obedience which military men usually pay to the orders of their superiors, which indeed is indispensably necessary to every military system, appeared to me strongly to imply the principle that those orders . . . ought to justify the person whose general duty it is to obey them, and who is placed by the laws of his country in a situation which in general requires that he should obey them.\textsuperscript{172}

This axiomatic principle has been repeated by the Court, by scholars, and by military commanders numerous times in the centuries since.\textsuperscript{173}

\textsuperscript{167} See \textit{Little}, 6 U.S. at 179.
\textsuperscript{168} \textit{Id.} at 178.
\textsuperscript{169} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{170} \textit{Id.} at 177–79.
\textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.} at 179.
\textsuperscript{172} \textit{Id.} at 179.
Second, *Little* illustrates a Commander-in-Chief issuing what the Department of Defense would call today operational ROE meant to influence or control the decision-making of his agents using force abroad against agents of an adversarial nation during ongoing “hostilities” with that nation. While certainly not the object of the Court’s attention, the nature of the specific instructions from President Adams—in addition to unconstitutionally broadening the scope of the underlying statute—are noteworthy. The directive to his naval captains included admonitions and expectations to “exercise [their discretion with] sound and impartial judgment,” to be “vigilant that vessels or cargoes [that are] really American . . . do not escape you;” to base their decisions on “just suspicion,” and to “send all the evidence you can obtain to support your suspicions.” These admonitions and expectations are frustratingly general; but in criticizing their vagueness, it is important not to overlook their functional utility as force management devices in much the same way that modern ROE functions. Two of these directives implicated the mindset expected of commanders exercising discretion far from the command and control of the national government: “sound and impartial judgment;” only “just suspicion” backed by “evidence” shall support seizures of vessels. So, while *Little* is usually considered evidence of a limit to Commander-in-Chief power in favor of more robust conditions set by Congress, it is sensible to consider this case as indicia of the forms of direct presidential control over the means and methods of warfare—the waging of armed conflict—to which the Court offered no objection or comment.

*AM. JUDICATURE SOC’Y* 151, 151 (1921) (“[A]ction in obedience to regulations and orders [is] absolutely necessary for prompt, competent, and decisive handling of masses of men.”); *SHERMAN*, supra note 17, at 132 (“Every general, and every commanding officer knows, that to obtain from his command the largest measure of force, and the best results, he must possess the absolutely confidence of his command by his fairness, his impartiality, his sense of justice and devotion to his country, not from fear. Yet in order to execute the orders of his superiors he must insist on the implicit obedience of all in his command.”). See generally Dan Maurer, *A Logic of Military Justice?*, 53 TEX. TECH. L. REV. 669, 709–23 (2021) (surveying myriad premises usually offered expressly or by implication about the nature of military service and military operations as the basis for a separate criminal justice system within the Armed Forces).

175 *id.* at 171–72.
176 See *supra* Part II.
178 See *Brown v. United States*, 12 U.S. (8 Cranch) 110, 147–49 (1814) (Story, J., dissenting); see also *Bas v. Tingy*, 4 U.S. (4 Dall.) 37, 43 (1800) (regarding the Quasi-War with France, “Congress has not declared war in general terms; but congress has authorized hostilities on the high seas by certain persons in certain cases. There is no authority given to commit hostilities on land; to capture unarmed French vessels; nor even to capture French armed vessels lying in a French port . . . .”). According to Professor Corn, this “suggests that Congress can limit the type of operations employed to achieve an authorized objective.” Geoffrey S. Corn, *Presidential War Power: Do the Courts Offer Any Answers?*, 157 MIL. L. REV 180, 207 n.113 (1998).
iii. Fleming v. Page

Nearly half a century after Little, the Court further elaborated upon the discretion that presidents as commanders-in-chief enjoy over the manner in which force is employed abroad during armed conflict. In Fleming v. Page, the controversy was not about command and control rules as such, but rather a question of status: was a Mexican port city, captured by the U.S. military during the Mexican-American War, a foreign port or a effectively part of the United States for the purposes of applying a statute that imposed duties on goods imported from “foreign” ports? The Court’s reasoning focused on the effect of the U.S. victory over Mexican forces—that it had “conquered” the nation and was an occupying power exercising “sovereignty” over that region (“in the exclusive and firm possession of the United States, and governed by its military authorities”), including the port city of Tampico. Nevertheless, this fact of military occupation over a vanquished nation was not an implicit annexation: “it does not follow that it was a part of the United States, or that it ceased to be a foreign country” merely because it “had been conquered in war.”

Such a conclusion could have stood on its own merits, but the Court further distinguished—in what could be interpreted as dicta as well—between the powers of Congress to declare war and the president’s derivative authority once war has been declared. Noting that Congress has no power to declare war “for the purposes of aggression or aggrandizement,” it follows that the President cannot use the military “for . . . conquest or the acquisition of territory,” and that a declaration by Congress should not be read as a tacit authority for the president to use force to “enlarge the limits of the United States by subjugating the enemy’s country.” Suitably contained, therefore, the President’s military power is understood narrowly. Per the Court:

As commander-in-chief, he is authorized to direct the movements of the naval and military forces placed by law at his command, and to employ them in the manner he may deem most effectual to harass and conquer and subdue the enemy.

This passage from Fleming has flourished (in both the Executive Branch, regardless of the Administration’s party, and by some justices on the Court) in the subsequent centuries as a statement of inviolable presidential war-waging
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184 Fleming, 50 U.S. at 615.
discretion, especially when Congress has supported or, as was the case in the Mexican-American War, explicitly authorized the use of armed force.185

iv. The Prize Cases

The Civil-War era Prize Cases186 are also often relied upon by Executive Branch lawyers advocating for strong, if not unilateral, presidential power over war-waging tactics and strategies without prior congressional authorization.187 In those cases,188 the Court approved of President Lincoln’s order to blockade southern Confederate ports and to seize privately-owned ships attempting to breach that blockade (a typical war-time tactic), even though Congress had not formally declared war on the Confederacy and had not yet enacted legislation that would permit the President to do so.189 In rhetorically musing about a foreign invasion, Justice Grier (writing for a 5-4 Court) observed that a president would be “bound” to resist it by force, to “accept the challenge without waiting for any special legislative authority.”190 Grier held that the President is “bound” to meet the threat posed by the rebellious southern States “in the shape it presented itself, without waiting for Congress to baptize it with a name.”191 In particular, it is the President, not Congress, who “must determine what degree of force the crisis demands.”192

---


186 The Prize Cases, 67 U.S. (2 Black) 635 (1862).


188 The Prize Cases involved four individual ships, each captured by U.S. public vessels as “prizes” of war during the Civil War: The vessels were the Amy Warwick (a merchant vessel owned by residents of Richmond, Virginia), the Crenshaw (a schooner, also from Virginia), the Hiawatha (a British barque), and the Brilliante (a Mexican schooner). The Prize Cases, 67 U.S. (2 Black) 635, 636–38 (1862).
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However, Executive Branch reliance on *The Prize Cases* in the context of ROE would be misplaced. The decision has been relied upon extensively in support of claims of Presidential authority to *initiate* forms of hostile engagements without Congressional authorization.\(^{193}\) It has also been used to justify specific departures from recognized laws of war on grounds that the particular character of hostilities was unique and made such quaint laws irrelevant and anachronistic (e.g., using “enhanced interrogation” techniques on unlawful enemy combatants; a nation state against a global terrorist network, after 2001).\(^{194}\) Not only did these justifications improperly ignore the *Youngstown* framework in some instances,\(^{195}\) their reasoning would fail to address Standing Rules of Engagement that form the baseline for derivative Theater-specific Rules of Engagement in traditional large-scale combat operations or conventional State-on-State warfare in which there is no debate over the applicability of the Geneva Conventions to U.S. operations in Europe. The decision not only addresses a singularly remarkable event in American history (the military blockade of rebellious port cities and related seizure of private ships during the Civil War), but the event also involved a national security policy and stratagem,\(^{196}\) not a recurring series of related control measures imposed on U.S. military forces designed to comport with the international law of war, national policy, and specific mission objectives.

v. Curtiss-Wright

For similar reasons, the oft-cited *Curtiss-Wright Export Corp.*\(^ {197}\) is a misplaced font of precedential authority for the Executive Branch, in so far as the question is limited to authority over ROE. *Curtiss-Wright* is of course important for its distinction between the scope and origin of the foreign and domestic powers of Congress and the President,\(^ {198}\) and for its famous assertion (quoting then-Representative John Marshall) that the President is the “sole organ of the nation in its external relations, and its sole representative with

\(^ {193}\) See, e.g., *Engel Syrian Airstrikes Memo*, supra note 174 at 4–5.


\(^ {196}\) As Justice Greer noted, “The right of one belligerent not only to coerce the other by direct force, but also to cripple his resources by the seizure or destruction of his property, is a necessary result of a state of war.” *The Prize Cases*, 67 U.S. (2 Black) at 671.


\(^ {198}\) *Curtiss-Wright Exp. Corp.*, 299 U.S. at 315–16.
foreign nations.” But that case dealt with a question of whether Congress improperly delegated certain authority over foreign affairs to the President; therefore, it is a question of exercising executive authority in what would have been called Justice Jackson’s first tier, where the President acts with her Article II power plus authorities Congress held, and assigned, under Article I. And it certainly had nothing to do with imposing command or disciplinary controls over military members in their lawful exercise of armed force during combat hostilities. The case cannot reasonably be understood to mean that the President has plenary authority over all things military overseas, especially moderating the use of force or other treatment of foreign nationals, common features of ROE.

The best that can be said of Curtiss-Wright, from an Executive Branch perspective on the question of ROE, is that it emphasized two reasons for why the President is afforded so much Constitutional discretion over foreign affairs. First, she is best positioned to know material facts necessary to make timely informed decisions. The President, “not Congress, has the better opportunity of knowing the conditions which prevail in foreign countries, and especially is this true in time of war.” Because ROE are intended to be adjustable based on policy considerations and mission requirements, provided no permissions conflict with the laws of war, reasonable adjustment implies adjustment in a timely fashion, either before circumstances render pre-existing constraints unhelpful or irrelevant, or immediately after fluid situations during on-going hostilities demonstrate that new forms of command and control may be necessary for effective warfighting. While it is certainly possible for Congress as a body to deliberate and enact such ROE in a timely fashion, it is—almost by definition—not a body designed to operate in such a purposefully hasty manner. The Presidency, however, is.

Second, the Curtiss-Wright Court noted that:

The nature of foreign negotiations requires caution, and their success must often depend on secrecy[,] and even when brought to a conclusion[,] a full disclosure of all the measures, demands, or eventual concessions which may

199 Id. at 319.
200 Id. at 311–315.
201 Youngstown Sheet & Tube v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 637.
202 Barron & Lederman, Original Understanding, supra note 5, at 742–43, 743 n.168.
204 See supra Part II.
205 THE FEDERALIST NO. 70 (Alexander Hamilton) (regarding the attributes of an energetic president and their value in national defense); Deborah N. Pearlstein, Form and Function in the National Security Constitution, 41 CONN. L. REV. 1549, 1626 (2009) (arguing that the attributes of an energetic chief executive matter when it comes to interpreting the scope of the presidency’s national security power, she writes: “while formal dictates must always play a central role in constitutional decision-making, history, logic, and the reality of constitutional governance insist that at least some identified functional interests factor into our understanding of the separation of powers.”).
have been proposed or contemplated would be extremely impolitic[,] for this might have a pernicious influence on future negotiations, or produce immediate inconveniences, perhaps danger and mischief, in relation to other powers.206

The same might be said for specific command and control measures over combat forces during operations: missions require “caution, and their success must often depend on secrecy” and “full disclosure of all the measures, demands, or eventual concessions which may have been proposed or contemplated” might increase “danger and mischief, in relation to other [hostile armed] powers.”207 Nevertheless, it is certainly possible for Congress to respect these demands for secrecy by enacting classified ROE legislation, or to dictate that certain components of the SROE remain secret.208 While secrecy and dispatch are normative reasons for granting the President these authorities, clearly, the Executive is not the sole branch capable of acting with these qualities.

vi. Chappell v. Wallace

Further instructive comments come from outside the context of which branch may regulate the use of armed force during international hostilities. In Chappell v. Wallace, the question was whether enlisted military personnel may sue to recover damages from superior officers for injuries sustained from violations of their constitutional rights in the course of military service.209 In holding that no such civil cause of action for damages exists,210 the Court noted several matters indirectly related to the use of armed force. As a starting truism, the Court observed: “[t]he need for special regulations in relation to military discipline, and the consequent need and justification for a special and exclusive system of military justice, is too obvious to require extensive discussion[,]”211 It emphasized that “no military organization can function without strict discipline and regulation that would be unacceptable in a civilian setting.”212 But this strict discipline and regulation, required ultimately for effective and lawful use of force on the battlefield during combat, begins with habits of obedience to lawful orders from the chain-of-command—“the habit of immediate compliance with military procedures and orders must be virtually
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208 See Dakota S. Rudesill, Coming to Terms with Secret Law, 7 HARV. NAT’L SEC. J. 241, 249 (2015) (defining “secret law” as “legal authorities that require compliance that are classified or otherwise withheld from the public,” and noting that the “phenomenon has become particularly prevalent and problematic since 9/11”).
210 Id. at 305.
211 Id. at 300.
212 Id.
It is true that those military procedures, orders, and training originate with the military chain-of-command, ultimately under the superintendence of the President as Commander-in-Chief. But it is also true that Congress’s Article I authority to “make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the Land Naval Forces” generates the foundational disciplinary structure (e.g., the courts and the punitive statutes in the UCMJ) that permits the enforceability of those orders within the Executive Branch by that chain-of-command. The Court found it “clear that the Constitution contemplated that the Legislative Branch have plenary control over rights, duties, and responsibilities in the framework of the Military Establishment, including regulations, procedures, and remedies related to military discipline.” The Court reemphasized Congress’s “plenary constitutional authority over the military” as the grounding for legislating a “comprehensive internal system of justice to regulate military life, taking into account the special patterns that define the military structure.” To the extent that disciplined obedience is at the heart of ROE, not just banal military life in garrison or training, Chappell can imply that it is Congress, not the President, with the power to manage those rules as if akin to the UCMJ itself.

vii. Hamdan v. Rumsfeld

Another indirect source of argument that favors Congressional authority over ROE may be drawn from a relatively recent landmark case about due process for unprivileged unlawful belligerents captured during combat by U.S. forces during counter-terrorist and counter-insurgency operations abroad (that is, unlike the Russia-Ukraine International Armed Conflict in which the majority of fighters captured are likely to be privileged combatants protected by the Third Geneva Convention’s rules for Prisoners of War). In Hamdan v. Rumsfeld, the Court addressed the George W. Bush Administration’s early effort to establish a military commission system for prosecuting non-U.S.
citizens who had either been a part of al Qaeda or engaged or participated in terrorist activities aimed at or harmful to the United States,\textsuperscript{219} holding, \textit{inter alia}, that the Detainee Treatment Act\textsuperscript{220} did not strip these detainees of their right to file a petition for \textit{habeas corpus} with U.S. federal district courts, and that the trial-by-commission procedure established by the Act violated both the requirements of the UCMJ and Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions.\textsuperscript{221}

The Court acknowledged the President’s wartime role as Commander-in-Chief, but nonetheless reaffirmed that Congress, through the UCMJ, “conditions the President’s use of military commissions on compliance not only with the American common law of war, but also with the rest of the UCMJ itself, insofar as applicable, and with the ‘rules and precepts of the law of nations’—including, \textit{inter alia}, the four Geneva Conventions signed in 1949.”\textsuperscript{222} This means the President cannot override or “disregard valid substantive limitations that Congress placed upon his authority during wartime.”\textsuperscript{223} Consistent with Justice Jackson’s framework from \textit{Youngstown}, “[w]hether or not the President has independent power, absent congressional authorization, to convene military commissions, he may not disregard limitations that Congress has, in proper exercise of its own war powers, place on his powers.”\textsuperscript{224} In this light, even if the President has independent power as Commander-in-Chief over ROE, that power is not exclusive and conclusive—it is subject to, in essence, Congressional discretion.

However, application of \textit{Hamdan}’s reasoning to the case of ROE is not a sure bet. The case addresses treatment and due process of detainees—often a subject addressed by military orders and based on requirements in the Geneva Conventions but not, usually, of ROE.\textsuperscript{225} And this treatment was only in the context of what the Geneva Conventions require under Common Article 3 and what the UCMJ itself requires of criminal adjudications, including those addressing law of war violations by military commissions.\textsuperscript{226} The UCMJ, as federal statute, is unquestionably derived from Congress’s “make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval forces” and “[t]o define and punish . . . offences against the law of nations” authorities.\textsuperscript{227}

\textsuperscript{221} \textit{Hamdan}, 548 U.S. at 567.
\textsuperscript{222} \textit{Id.} at 613.
\textsuperscript{223} Vladeck, \textit{supra} note 152, at 935.
\textsuperscript{224} \textit{Hamdan}, 548 U.S. at 593 n.23 (citing Youngstown Sheet & Tube v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 637 (Jackson, J., concurring)).
\textsuperscript{225} \textit{Id.} at 613; see also \textbf{OPERATIONAL LAW HANDBOOK}, \textit{supra} note 3, at 116–30.
\textsuperscript{226} \textit{Hamdan}, 548 U.S. at 613.
\textsuperscript{227} \textit{WINTHROP}, \textit{supra} note 17, at 16.
interpretation of the case, then, is that “[w]here Congress is acting pursuant to clear and unambiguous constitutional grants of authority, arguments in favor of Congress’s power to interpose substantive limitations upon the Executive are more compelling, for the executive’s structural claim to power in those fields in easier to rebut.”\(^{228}\) For example, Congress has given the President authority to convene, in the form of a prosecutor, general courts-martial herself, and to make rules for courts-martial (including evidentiary and procedural) provided they are consistent with rules governing criminal cases in federal district courts.\(^ {229}\) If the President were to in turn delegate her court-martial convening authority to the Vice President, or to model the Rules for Courts-Martial after Louisiana’s rules for criminal procedure or those regulating courts-martial in the United Kingdom, she would be in effect disabling Congress’s clear structural authority—a relatively easy case of presidential encroachment into Article I power.\(^ {230}\)

Though *codified* ROE, if it came to that, would rely on the same Constitutional express powers as the military commissions and courts-martial do,\(^ {231}\) ROE is not, *per se*, a criminal code enacted under such a direct textual grant of power. In reviewing the implications of *Hamdan* not long after it was decided, Professor Vladeck cautioned that the case does not actually resolve the question of what happens when “the President is acting in a field where Congress’s authority is less well established or less clearly textually committed to the legislature . . .” for “those may well be the cases where the executive prevails even in Jackson’s ‘lowest ebb’ category.”\(^ {232}\) *Hamdan* is also a case concerned with Presidential approval of a process that overtly violated the Geneva Conventions; that concern is not materialized in ROE, given that—for it to be obeyed as a lawful order at all—it must not violate the Geneva Conventions even as it considers the context of national policy and mission or operational demands.\(^ {233}\) *Hamdan* can therefore be distinguished from a controversy in which Congress attempts to enact ROE over the objection of the President.

Those distinctions, however, are arguably superficial. “The Court’s decision in *Hamdan*, with respect to the UCMJ, implies that [the “make Rules” clause in

\(^{228}\) Vladeck, *supra* note 152, at 962.
\(^{229}\) 10 U.S.C. § 822 (listing senior military positions and very few civilian positions authorized to convene general courts-martial); *id.* § 836 (authorizing the President to “prescribe rules”).
\(^{230}\) Vladeck, *supra* note 152, at 963.
\(^{231}\) WINTHROP, *supra* note 17, at 16 (identifying the various express powers of Congress as the source of and authority for military law in general including the “discipline of armies as well as the war power”).
\(^{232}\) Vladeck, *supra* note 152, at 963.
\(^{233}\) DEP’T OF DEFENSE, UNITED STATES MANUAL FOR COURTS-MARTIAL ¶ 16.c.(1)(a), at IV-24 (2019) (defining the “lawfulness of an order”) [hereinafter MCM]; see also *id.* ¶ 18.c.(1)(c), at IV-27 (in context of “failure to obey an order or regulation” offense of Article 92, UCMJ, referring to ¶ 16.c.).
§ 8] applies not only to the government and regulation of the internal affairs of the army and navy, but also to rules imposed by statute for how the army and navy are to treat the enemy.”234 If read in concert with Chappell, this presents Congress stronger footing for enacting legislation over ROE that does not impinge upon the President’s Article II power and would favor Congress in a “lowest ebb” situation.235 For if Congress has the “plenary authority” over the military’s internal justice system (as indicated by Chappell),236 that control reasonably includes decisions over which types of conduct, under which circumstances, may be prosecuted and punished by the military chain-of-command via courts-martial—a power it exercised by prohibiting, inter alia, various forms of “battlefield misconduct”237 otherwise regulated by operational ROE like the treatment of the enemy, including cruelty and maltreatment,238 unlawful detention,239 murder,240 rape,241 conduct prejudicial to good order and discipline,242 and conduct of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed forces,243 and by authorizing courts-martial for law of war violations.244 As discussed in Part II, supra, the ROE constitute part of a lawful general order, the disobedience of which would constitute a UCMJ violation, even if the specific conduct breaching the ROE was not, itself, a law of war violation.245

2. Initial Conclusions

In sum, a review of the primary Supreme Court precedent arguably favoring exclusive and conclusive control over the novel question of ROE—Little, Fleming, the Prize Cases, Curtiss-Wright, and the Chase dictum in Ex parte Milligan—are supportive only if construed broadly but are certainly not dispositive. In this landscape, there are four types of arguments for the Executive Branch to make. First, it may rely on dicta and a capacious analogy

234 Barron & Lederman, Original Understanding, supra note 5, at 733, n.130 (second emphasis added).
235 See supra Part III.E.1.b.vi.
237 Dan Maurer, War Crime Clemency: The President’s Self-(Defeating) Pardon, 82 Md. L. Rev. 581, 598–99 (2023) (defining “battlefield misconduct,” which could constitute a “war crime” depending on the applicable treaty or statutory elements, as “conduct [that] was incidental but orthogonal to the soldier’s otherwise legitimate performance of duties in combat; and [t]he victim of the conduct was a party or property protected from various applications of armed force by the laws of war, however those laws are codified”).
239 Id. § 897.
240 Id. § 918.
241 Id. § 920.
242 Id. § 934.
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245 10 U.S.C. § 892; SOLIS, supra note 80, at 367.
to modern day ROE (Little, Milligan). Second, it may argue that vague and overbroad constructions like “direct the movements of the naval and military forces . . . and to employ them in the manner he may deem most effectual to harass and conquer and subdue the enemy”\textsuperscript{246} and “direct the conduct of [military] campaigns”\textsuperscript{247} reasonably include modern day ROE (Fleming, Milligan), a subject not contemplated by those cases. Third, it may take a generic axiom like “must determine what degree of force the crisis demands”\textsuperscript{248} out of context and ignore the unique historical circumstances in which it was presented (the Prize Cases). Fourth, it may emphasize only part of the reasoning (the part that offers normative grounds), not the holding, of a case involving exertion of executive authority coupled with Congressional authority over a domestic U.S. corporation, not the command and control of otherwise lawful violence on behalf of the State during an armed conflict (Curtiss-Wright). These cases do not provide strong support for a claim that the President retains exclusive and conclusive power over the form, substance, and enforcement of the SROE or Theater-specific derivative ROE.

Even if all four were employed, they would still contend with two significant judicial recapitulations of Congressional authority in national security. First, Chappell’s (ROE-unrelated) conclusion that Congress has “plenary” control over “regulations, procedures, and remedies related to military discipline” if that list is broadly interpreted to include ROE.\textsuperscript{249} Second, a fair reading of Hamdan’s (ROE-associated) lesson that Congress’s plenary control over discipline necessarily encompasses conduct with respect to how the enemy is treated by U.S. Forces during combat hostilities—a subject well within the current scope of ROE generally.

These cases strongly suggest that no persuasive argument favoring either Branch’s ROE-dominance can be based on either the text of Articles I and II or on recurringly cited cases from the Supreme Court implicating the separation of war powers at levels below that of war-initiation or war-making.

V. CONCLUSION

Separation of war powers analyses and debates have traditionally centered around “whether the President or the Congress has primary responsibility for the initiation of military action.”\textsuperscript{250} If the “first order” question, as Professor Waxman puts it, is whether and to what extent the national government has war powers, and the “second order” question—within the federal government—which branch can initiate and under which circumstances, then the third order

\textsuperscript{246} Fleming v. Page, 50 U.S. (9 How.) 603, 615 (1850).
\textsuperscript{247} Ex parte Milligan, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 2, 139 (1866).
\textsuperscript{248} The Prize Cases, 67 U.S. (2 Black) 635, 670 (1862).
question must be the extent to which Congress might interpose its will, dictating tactical and operational level control over the use of armed force in hostilities. This is an area traditionally practiced and assumed to be in the sole area of responsibility of the President as Commander-in-Chief. The particularized question of ROE fits within this rubric of tactical and operational control, even though it has largely gone unnoticed as a potential separation of powers concern. Its lack of primacy does not make this latter question any less relevant or challenging.

This first half of the study has introduced the problem of ROE as a separation-of-powers edge case, placed it in context of a contemporary international armed conflict, and addressed ways in which neither the text of the Constitution nor the Court’s interpretation of it provide definite answers to the ROE question. The second half of this study goes a bit further. It will begin with a more detailed hypothetical drawn from the contemporary conflict in Ukraine. It will then address why—in the absence of clear constitutional text and judicial understanding—an “original public meaning” interpretation of the branches’ war powers would also be unrevealing and its methodology inappropriate to the question. Without the interpretative aid of the text, nor the original meaning or the Framers’ intent, and no clear judicial conclusion, the article will assess whether the “historical gloss” or precedent of political practice affords a more concrete answer. Ultimately, it will propose a new test—rooted in principal-agent theory of civil-military relations—that may help clarify the blurred line currently separating the branches’ war powers at least as they relate to ROE. Any future large scale armed conflict or protected hostilities against another nation state, as the Russia-Ukraine War unfortunately reminds us, will provide a setting for this intersection of domestic and international law of war.